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Campaign Center Enhancements- Navigation Bar, Gifts and 

more…  

Your new Campaign Center now allows you to create Gifts. Gifts are items shown on a member’s 

Rewards Screen which they can redeem at your business. They can be anything—from products to 

discount vouchers.  

Navigation bar 

A new navigation bar was added to the left side of the Campaign Center allowing smooth and easy 

navigation between the different screens.  

 

Gifts 

Gifts are now available in your Campaign Center and will provide you with a quicker and easier setup 

flow.  

Currently only gifts that can be redeemed with auto generated code in app or via Gift List at POS are 

supported.  

In addition, an improved Image Upload tool is available on the new Gift form, allows you to upload 

one or more images to the system to use them in a gift or in a catalog.  

Note: At this stage, Hub 2.0  Gifts cannot be added to the Point Shop and cannot be sent as scratch 

cards Gifts.  

 

  



 

One time Action  

One- time action is now available as an activity in the Campaign Center. You can filter certain 

members, based on their member’s attributes, and perform one- time action on them. The action can 

be executed immediately or can be scheduled to be performed at specific date and time. All your one- 

time activities will be displayed in your Campaign Center (under the selected campaign).   

 

Note: at this stage it is possible to filter members only based on Membership attributes. In the future, 

this option will be enhanced to allow filter members also based on member actions. 

 

 
 

Conditions and attributes enhancements 

The following enhancements are now available to improve functionalities and user experience of the 

Campaign Center:  

o Membership Global Conditions - fields which defined in the Registration Form as a drop down 

with list of values will now be available as a condition with the same list of values. Instead of type- in 

the exact word, the user can now simply select the value of the desired condition.  

 
o Membership Global Condition – “Birthday Month” and “Anniversary Month” parameters are 

now available as a condition with a drop down that list of the months. In addition, you can select 



 

multiple values, for example, to set a condition on all members that their birthday month is 

September, or October.  

 
 

o Adjustment to "Shopping Cart Doesn't contain" operator – you can now add a negative 

condition that based on the "absense" of an item in the shopping cart (it is not possible though to 

define the quantity of the “missing” items, for example it is not possible to set that a member didn't 

purchase exactly 3 items). 

 
 

Default activities filter 

The default filter of activities on Campaign Center is now includes also completed activities. 

 

Adding currency sign to monetary fields   

Currency sign was added to monetary fields. The currency is set according to the country code of your 

business.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Indication to add- on features 

Functionalities that related to add- on features, for example Mobile Payment or Beacons, are now 

highlighted in the Campaign Center, and available only for businesses that were qualified to use this 

feature. Businesses that were not qualified to use such functionalities will not be able to use triggers 

or actions that corresponded to add- on features.  

 

Legal  

Links to Privacy and Legal documents were added to Como Sense login page.  

 

  



 

Friend referral 

Business now can promote a friend referral campaign and get a win-win situation:  

o Make their advocate members feel special when they refer a friend to the program 

o GROW you club with valuable members that are very likely to become loyal members 

When members register with an invite code they will be able to receive a different joining gift rather 

than members who register without an invite code, or to receive an extra joining gift. Also, the 

advocates can receive a reward for their friend been register. 

Here’s how it works: 

Invite a friend from an app 

A new app screen is available, so every member can become an advocate and share his unique 

landing page or copy his unique code with their friends via email, SMS, messenger, etc.  

 

  

  



 

Referred friend registration 

Friend who were invited by members will be able to register via a web link or to download the 

business app and register. 

 

 

 
 

Benefits for the advocate and the referred friend 

With new triggers, conditions and cases in our Campaign center the business can create cool 

campaign for to grow their program members.  

For the referred friends you can set a different gift for friend who joins with invite code (compered to 

members who joins without an invite code). Another option is to set an extra joining gift for being a 

referred member. 

For the advocate you can send a gift or points for every members who register with their code. Or, 

you can just notify them with nice thank you push or SMS. 

  

 



 

  
 

 

 
 

To analyze your friend referral campaign, you can filter member who joined with invite code or to 

look for members who makes X of their friend to join the program. 

 

Note: an update zap version is required. 

 

 

 

  



 

Data 

Dashboard filtering per location 

It’s now possible to drill down to location level on the home dashboard. When drilling down to a 

single location(store) view it is possible to see: 

o Count of members who prefer this location  

o Count of members who performed the first purchase at this location 

o The insights per selected location  

Note: This capability requires definition of all the business locations in the location screen.  

Go to: App menu > Locations and set all your locations with POS branch ID 

 

Select a location:  

 
 

 

Review the location data:  

 
 

Store Manager\Franchisee Home Dashboard  

Como Sense users that are defined with accessibility to a specific stores\s will have an ability to see 

their store/s level KPI’s as part of the main dashboard 

Location manager or franchisee could review the location Insights, but could not Launch a campaign  



 

 
Note: * This capability requires definition of location permission for the store\franchisee user, please 

contact Como support. 

** This capability requires definition of all the business locations in the location screen. Go to: App 

menu > Locations and set all your locations with POS branch ID 

*** A single user could be set with a single location or with multiple locations, in case of multiple 

locations it will be possible for the user to select the location. 

 

 

Actionable Insights 

From now you can activate a campaign directly from the insights. Some of the dashboard Insights are 

now actionable. 2 types of call to actions are enabled: 

•  “Target these members” => will Launch a one-time campaign with those members already 

selected  

• Goal driven, such as “Increase visits” => will allow Launching a rule\club deal to achieve the 

selected goal.  

 

Note: There is a need for campaign management permissions to initiate an action from an insights. 

Users without this permission will get an error when attempting to click it. Should you have this ability 

please contact support   

 



 

  
  



 

Platform Usability 

New look and Feel for the Hub Header 

To start the adoption of an improved and easy navigation scheme of Como Sense in the future, the 

design of Hub 1.0 header was replaced with a new and modern design that is corresponded the 

Campaign Center design.  

 

Functionality 

Multiple customers in transaction 

As part of the details of the purchase it will now will be possible to see the details of all the members 

that were reported on this purchase 

Connectivity 

Phone\Email validation as part of iFrame 

Post to our previous release which enhanced the registration form integration into external 

platforms, now we support also the validation of the phone number or email before the registration 

as part of the iframe.  If the business is configured with phone\email validation registration, after 

completing the registration form, the member will receive an SMS or email with 4-digit code he will 

need to enter in the external platforms in order to complete the registration.  

The validation is the same as in the app registration. 

 

  



 

 

Bugs 

The following bug fixes will be released: 

 

CNP-13277 Improper calculation of accumulated Credit amount  

CNP-13274 Hub 2.0 - Activating activity (rule) multiple times results in multiple Server entities  

CNP-13258 Points balance doesn't equal to the total sum of all add points actions 

CNP-13245 Hybrid:New Zapp version does not allow setting consent member profile layout  

CNP-13240 Action Add points at Hub having new field called Null 

CNP-13239 Delays with performing smart actions  

CNP-13200 Operator Does Not Contain acts like % instead of does no contain - Hub 2.0 

CNP-13127 Tag automation not triggering the action of welcome message  @Hub 2 

CNP-13095 Pays with app credit card automation flow not working in Hub 2  

CNP-13085 Discrepancy between action were made on imported UserKeys to actual actions 

CNP-13074 ErrorMsg.SomethingWentWrong when filtering for all registered members 

CNP-13035 New location is not updated in the App after adding over Hub 

CNP-12785 A valid coupon code redemption process resulted with 'Failed' indication under UserActionLog 

CNP-12729 Updating Branch ID (sent by POS) @ locations in the hub is not saved 

CNP-12696 Transactions info partial sync to RDS 

CNP-9018 iPhoneX presents the app in a smaller resolution than device screen Allows 

CNP-7870 Test App is not published (location ID 6528) 

CNP-13009 App Accessibility improvements  

 

 


